Introduction. This paper is concerned with the problem of imbedding a Boolean algebra B into an ^-complete Boolean algebra 5* in such a way that certain homomorphisms of B can be extended to B*. We investigate two such imbeddings which arose naturally from the consideration of the work of Rieger and Sikorski in [5] and [7]. In [5] Rieger proved the existence of a certain class of free Boolean algebras and investigated their representability by α-fields of sets. Rieger's theorem on the existence of "the free α-complete Boolean algebra on m generators" is equivalent to the following statement: Every free Boolean algebra B can be imbedded in an ^-complete Boolean algebra J5* such that every homomorphism of B into an incomplete Boolean algebra C can be extended to an ^-homomorphism of B* into C. The question now arises: Does this result hold for an arbitrary Boolean algebra B which is not necessarily free? If such an imbedding exists, we call B* the free a-extensίon of B.
l Preliminaries* Throughout this paper, the product (=greatest lower bound) of a set {x t :te T} of elements of a Boolean algebra B will be denoted, whenever it exists, by ILer »t If A is a subalgebra of B and x t eA for every te T, then the set {x t :te T} may have two products, one taken in A and the other in B; we denote these products, whenever they exist, by ΠίW χ t and JIfeτ%t respectively. The complement of an element x of B will be denoted by x, and the symbol "0" will designate the zero element of B.
Definitions of the more familiar Boolean concepts which are not given in this section can be found in [9] or [2] . A homomorphism h of a Boolean algebra A into a Boolean algebra B is an a-homomorphism if it preserves α-sums (hence α-products) whenever they exist in A. Equivalently ([9] , §22), h is an α-homomorphism of A into B if and only if J[ xes h(x) = 0 for every subset S of A such that | S | ^ a and ΓLes 8 = 0. h is an a-isomorphism if it is a one-to-one α-homomorphism. h is a complete homomorphism (complete isomorphism) if it is an α-homomorphism (α-isomorphism) for every infinite cardinal number a. A subalgebra A of a Boolean algebra B is a-regular if the injection mapping of A into B is an α-isomorphism. Equivalently, A is an irregular subalgebra of B if and only if ΐl* es x = 0 for every subset S of A such that \S\^a and ΐ[i es x = 0. A is a regular subalgebra of B if it is α-regular for every infinite cardinal number a.
A Boolean algebra B is free on m generators (m is an arbitrary cardinal number) if it is generated by a subset E with cardinality m and with the property that every mapping of E into a Boolean algebra C can be extended to a homomorphism of B into C. All free Boolean algebras on m generators are isomorphic ([9] , §14) and will be denoted throughout this paper by A m . An α-complete Boolean algebra B is a free a-complete Boolean algebra on m generators if it is α-generated by a subset E with cardinality m and with the property that every mapping of E into an α-complete Boolean algebra C can be extended to an α-homomorphism of B into C. All free α-complete Boolean algebras on m generators are isomorphic [5] and will be denoted here by At.
For every Boolean algebra B and every infinite cardinal number a, there exists an α-complete Boolean algebra B* and a complete isomorphism h of B into 5* such that h(B) α-generates .B* ([9], § 36). This Boolean algebra i?*, which is unique up to isomorphisms, is called the normal a-completion (also minimal α-extension) of B and will be denoted here by B*. If 1?* is complete and h is a complete isomorphism of B into i?* such that J3* is completely generated by h(B), then 5* is called the normal completion (also, minimal extension) of B and will be denoted by S°°. When dealing with the normal α-completion (completion) of J5, we shall usually identify B with h(B) and thus consider B as a regular subalgebra of both B into an α-complete Boolean algebra C can be extended to an α-homomorphism of B* into C.
We shall show in this section that for every Boolean algebra B and every infinite cardinal number α, the free α-extension of B exists and is unique up to isomorphisms. We denote the free α-extension of B by B a , and we shall consider B as a subalgebra of B a , thus identifying it with the subalgebra 2? 0 of Definition 2.1.
The following lemma follows immediately from Definition 2. Proof. Let \B\ -m. Then there exists an ideal I of A m such that AJI is isomorphic to B. Let I* be the smallest α-ideal of At containing /. We shall show that Aj/7* is a free ^-extension of B.
Lemma 2.2 shows that the subalgebra AJI* of At/I* is isomorphic to B. And since At is ^-generated by A m , it follows that AJI* -generates A;//*. Thus it only remains to show that homomorphisms of AJI* can be extended to A*//*. Let A be a homomorphism of AJI* into an α-complete Boolean algebra C. Let / be the canonical α-homomorphism of At onto A*//* and denote the restriction of / to A m by /'. Then the homomorphism g = hf has an extension g* which is an <x-homomorphism of At into C. Since both /* and the kernel of g* are α-complete ideals containing J, it follows that I* is contained in the kernel of g*. We now define the mapping h* by:
Then h* is the desired extension of h; hence A%\I* is a free ^-extension of B.
The uniqueness of the free ^-extension of B follows from the standard argument used to show that all free Boolean algebras on the same number of generators are isomorphic. Indeed, suppose that B has two free ^-extensions B x and B 2 . Let ί be an isomorphism of the subalgebra B of B x onto the subalgebra B of B 2 . Then i can be extended to an α-homomorphism of B τ onto B 2 and the isomorphism i~ι can be extended to an α-homomorphism i 2 of B 2 onto B 1Λ Let J?* = {x e B x : i 2 (ii(%)) = %}-Then JB* is an ^-complete, α-regular subalgebra of B λ containing B. Hence B* -B u and i x is an isomorphism of B x onto B 2 .
LEMMA 2.3. Let h be a homomorphίsm of a Boolean algebra B into an a-complete Boolean algebra C. Then the extension of h to an a-homomorphism of B ω into C is unique.
Proof. Suppose h has two extensions h x and h 2 . Let B* -{x e B a : h x (x) = h 2 (x)}. Then 5* is an ^-complete, α-regular subalgebra of B ω containing B. Hence B* -B a , and h λ = h 2 .
A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 yields the following result. LEMMA Proof. We only need to show that if A is a homomorphism of A into an ^-complete Boolean algebra C, then h can be extended to an α-homomorphism of A* into C. Thus, we imbed C into its normal completion C°°. Then, by a known result ([9] , § 33.1), h can be extended to a homomorphism h λ of B into C°°. Furthermore, h x can be extended to an α-homomorphism h 2 of J5 Λ into C°°. Let h* be the restriction of h 2 to A*. Then, since A* is an ^-regular subalgebra of B a , h* is an α-homomorphism of A* into C°°, and the proof will be complete once we show that Λ*(A*) is contained entirely in C. Since both &*(A*) and C are ^-complete, ^-regular subalgebras of C°°, their intersection /&*(A*)fΊ C is also an ^-complete, α-regular subalgebra of C°°. And since /^*(A*) is α-generated by h(A), it follows that Λ*(A*) = ft*(A*) n C. Hence ft*(A*) c C, and the proof is now complete.
If I is an ideal of B, then the free a-extension of B/I is isomorphic to BJI*, ivhere
3» Representability by α>field of sets* In investigating the representability problem of the free α-extensions of Boolean algebras, the following two natural questions arise: When is the free ^-extension B a of a Boolean algebra B isomorphic to an α-field of sets? And, when is B a α-representable? The following theorem shows that these two questions are equivalent. (B a ) whose restriction to B Λ is the identity mapping. Then i~τhkj* is an ^-homomorphism of B a onto itself which is an extension of the identity mapping on B. Thus, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that i~1hkj*(x) = x for all x e B a . Thus i* is an ^-isomorphism.
Since every Boolean algebra is σ-representable (the Loomis-Sikorski Theorem), the last theorem yields the following corollary which answers the representability question for the free σ-extensions of Boolean algebras. COROLLARY 
For every Boolean algebra B, B σ is isomorphic to the σ-field of sets FJβ).
The next theorem gives a strong necessary condition that a Boolean algebra B must satisfy in order for B ω to be cr-representable when a ^ 2*°. Proof. Let h be a homomorphism of B onto a Boolean algebra C. Imbed C into its normal α-completion C ω and extend k to an ahomomorphism of B^ onto C*. Since B a is α-representable, so is C a . And since C is an α-regular subalgebra of C α , C itself is α:-representable. On the other hand, if A is a subalgebra of B, then it follows from Lemma 2.5 that A a is ^-representable. Hence A is arepresentable. DEFINITION x such that the principal ideal (x), when considered as a Boolean algebra, is atomless. Now the Boolean algebra (x) is isomorphic to a subalgebra A of B. For let P be a prime ideal of (x) and let P* = {x: xeP}.
Then it is not difficult to show that A = P U P* is a subalgebra of B isomorphic to the Boolean algebra (x). Since A is atomless, it has a subalgebra A r isomorphic to the free Boolean algebra on ^o generators ([1],  § 1.7) . And since B a is α:-representable, Lemmas 2.5 and 3.1 show that A' is α-representable also. This contradicts the fact that the free Boolean algebra on fc$o generators is not arepresentable if a ^ 2
Ko . Thus we conclude that B is atomic. The proof of the theorem now follows immediately. If C is a subalgebra of B, then, by Lemma 2.5, C* is α-representable. Hence C is atomic. On the other hand, if C is a homomorphic image of B, then C ω is an α:-homomorph of B a . Thus C a is α-representable, hence C is atomic.
Super-atomic Boolean algebras were discussed briefly in [4] and more recently in more detail by G. W. Day [1] . In particular, Day proved ( [1] , Theorem 16) the converse of Theorem 3. The following theorem can be proved by an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. σ-regular extensions of Boolean algebras were investigated by Sikorski [7] . In this section we investigate the α-regular extensions of Boolean algebras for an arbitrary infinite cardinal number a. We denote the free α-regular extension of B by B* (its existence and uniqueness are proved in Theorem 4.1). Also, for every Boolean algebra B and every infinite cardinal number a, we define the two ideals I Λ and J a as follows: I ω is the smallest α-ideal of B Λ containing all elements u such that u = lifer ^tι where | T\ g a, each x t eB, and Π?er Proof. Let h be the canonical α-homomorphism of B a onto BJI and observe that h is an isomorphism of B onto the subalgebra B/I. Suppose that \T\ ^ a and, for each t e T, h(x t ) e B/I such that Πί&M0t) = O. Then where the last equality follows from the fact that ΠflV χ t e I Λ and condition (a) of the hypothesis. Thus B/I is an α-regular subalgebra of BJI. Furthermore, since B a is α-generated by B and h is an ahomomorphism, it follows that Bjl ^-generates BJI. Hence BJI is an ^-regular extension of B. Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double spaced), and the author should keep a complete copy. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, L. J. Paige at the University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
Day also gave the following characterization of super-atomic Boolean algebras: A Boolean algebra B is super-atomic if and only if every subalgebra of B is atomic if and only if every homomorph of B is atomic.
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